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We believe experiences matter, they enhance lives and build brands.  
 

We design and deliver experiences for communities of people with common interests, that are also 
tailored to individual needs and preferences, allowing them to interact, contribute and share.  
 

From a springboard of deep human understanding, we ensure our 
experiences are data inspired, digitally enabled, and content rich to 
delight people's senses, capture their imaginations, extend their capabilities and entertain their 
passions! 

Our Belief…… 



will become more, not less powerful because finally, in a social / mobile world, the medium is indeed the message.  , media agencies can and should become the world's 
arbiters of how to use data across companies -- they should create systems and processes that facilitate useful sharing of data between media companies and marketers.   
 

The data/tech/analytics stack will become increasingly critical, with more and more discernible performance alpha attainable through sophisticated application/continuous 
learning and improvement.   Integrating these capabilities with media is becoming far more important than choosing media 
 

….strategic advisor and intermediary to help guide clients through increasingly complex options as the media landscape is getting more fragmented, more complex and 
offers more opportunity than ever for brands to reach the people that matter to them.  
 

 …Scale:  The economics of keeping it best-of-breed doesn’t make sense as marketers would have to execute an M&A strategy for their marketing operations which would 
distract from their core businesses.  Expertise:  Having the product chops to create a “virtual stack” and being able to slot in/out service providers as the market shifts.  
 

…will move beyond media planning and execution to providing the combination of best of breed technology and the services to implement and drive value from the 
technology. They will be “technology powered”. 
 

 …will be even more important in 2017 as it is today. We predict the agency network(s) that will lead the pack will capitalize on the breadth of the data available and will 
use that data to change the way they go to market.  But most importantly can activate in an agnostic approach across all media channels. 
 

 …will be the “impact agency” [and] deliver (1) target experts (need state and value microtargeting in the best case), measured opportunities (quantified), (2) content via 
the best message/ creative and "on demand" or real time Analytics to activate and analyze and (3) touchpoint customization experts: who portfolio plan, how to spend, 
what worked 

“The Next Generation Media Agency” 



Scarcity vs Abundance 
Human knowledge is more critical than ever 
All marketers have access but integration defines advantage 
Registration IDs are the new cookies 
Scale is redefined as market maker access 
 
 

5 Key Trends 



The market is driven by Scarcity vs Abundance 



Human knowledge is more important than ever  
in machine to machine world 



All Marketers have access to technology but it is  
Integration across stacks that defines competitive advantage 



A few media companies will control the most valuable registration data 



Scale is redefined as market maker access:  
partnership, innovation and speed 
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Roadmap for the future 
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Analog,  
Display, Video 

Search, Social, Mobile, 
Content, D/A, 
Programmatic 

Addressable, Convergence, 
Precision Targeting 

 

Platforms, Products, Partnerships 



As data becomes centric to marketing – the agency  
holding company eco system will evolve 



The Future of Video 



Thank you 


